What My Grandmothers Taught Me: Learning from the Women in Matthew's Genealogy of Jesus by Merrill Blair provides a unique glimpse into the lives of women intimately connected with Jesus and his life and ministry. Although many PW groups are currently studying What My Grandmothers Taught Me, why not consider others you know in faithful discipleship who would benefit from this study as well?

Provide a copy (or two!) to your pastor, favorite Christian educator, or other student of scripture for sermon or church school possibilities. Help them encounter and lovingly consider the women who, although often mis- or under-represented in history, mattered to Jesus. The study is available in several editions (English, Spanish, large print, audio), and a rare sale on printed studies and select supplemental resources runs until May 18, 2022!

- **English edition; item HZN21100, $40 $7.50**
- **Spanish edition; item HZN21110, $40 $7.50**
- **Large-print edition; item HZN21150, $45 $11.00**
- **Companion DVD** (Merrill introduces the nine lessons of the study, 15–18 minutes each lesson); item HZN21103, $20 $10

Other downloadable versions of the study and supplemental resources are also available for purchase. Visit presbyterianwomen.org/bible-study/matthews-genealogy/ for a full list.

Into the Light: Finding Hope Through Prayers of Lament, by P. Lynn Miller, revives lament as a proper theological response to the difficult situations of our world and in our lives. These resources are on special sale.

- **English edition; item HZN20100, $40 $5**
- **Spanish edition; item HZN20110, $40 $5**
- **Large-print edition; item HZN20150, $45 $7.50**
- **Companion DVD** set (Lynn introduces each lesson of the study, 9–11 minutes each lesson); item HZN20103, $20 $10

**Ordering is easy!**

Shop online at [Presbyterianwomen.org/shop](http://presbyterianwomen.org/shop)

Or call 800/533-4371, Monday-Friday, 10 AM to 5 PM EST.

Prices do not include shipping or handling ($6.25 minimum). International orders and orders to Puerto Rico will incur additional shipping charges.